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Fig. 1. Characterization of the four main dimensions of our conceptual framework for communication analysis systems, in the
form of a concrete application of the visual analytics process model by Keim et al. [48] to the communication analysis domain.
Abstract— The automated analysis of digital human communication data often focuses on specific aspects such as content or network
structure in isolation. Thereby, it often suffers from a limited perspective and makes cross-methodological analyses common in many
domains, like investigative journalism, difficult. Communication research in psychology and the digital humanities instead stresses the
importance of a holistic analysis approach to overcome these limiting factors. In this work, we conduct an extensive survey on the
properties of over forty current semi-automated communication analysis systems and investigate how they cover concepts described in
theoretical communication research. From these investigations, we derive a design space and contribute a conceptual framework
based on communication research, technical considerations, and the surveyed approaches. The framework describes the systems’
properties, capabilities, and composition through a wide range of criteria organized in the analysis dimensions (1) Data, (2) Processing
and Models, (3) Visual Interface, and (4) Knowledge Generation. These criteria enable a formalization of digital communication
analysis through visual analytics, which, we argue, is uniquely suited for this task by tackling automation complexity while leveraging
domain knowledge. With our framework, we identify shortcomings and research challenges, such as group communication dynamics,
trust and privacy considerations, and holistic approaches, for which we discuss relevant design considerations. Simultaneously, our
framework supports the evaluation of systems and promotes the mutual exchange between researchers through a common language
and taxonomy, laying the foundations for future research on communication analysis through visual analytics.
Index Terms—Communication analysis, visual analytics, conceptual framework, design space, state of the art.

1

I NTRODUCTION

Human communication has been fundamentally transformed, especially in the last two decades, becoming increasingly digital, with
cost-effective, location-independent, and instant access changing communication behavior. With this transformation to digital communication [80], new research opportunities have emerged in a wide variety
of different domains, ranging from engineering to social sciences to
business: For example, it has been studied how visualization can show
the evolution of dynamic communication networks [86], how discourse
analysis for digital communication can be enhanced [41], or how team
communication performance in business settings can be evaluated [24].
For such analyses, digital analysis methods are often used to aid and
support the (semi-)manual, domain-specific research methodologies.
In this paper, we focus on the field of interactive human communication analysis and specifically on automated and interactive commu-
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nication analysis systems that target written human communication
(in the following: communication analysis systems), most commonly
e-mails, chats, or documents. For the purpose of this paper, we define
these systems as semi-automated applications that also employ visual
components to interactively analyze digital human communication. We
do not consider approaches focusing primarily on a single methodology like sentiment analysis, but those that aim (to some degree) at a
cross-methodological analysis among multiple parties, which becomes
increasingly relevant in domains like investigative journalism [8].
As we highlighted in previous work [22], the research into communication analysis systems often lacks [8, 88] cross-methodological
aspects: the vast majority of systems focus on either the content of
communication or on the network aspect in isolation instead of taking
into account the fundamental dynamics holistically. This is in contrast
to seminal works on human communication research [62, 90], recent
textbooks [63, 70], or current communication research in psychology
or digital humanities [24, 64], where often – even when digitally supported [19,91] – a holistic view is taken to consider explicit and implicit
connotations together and in context. In contrast, the individual analysis
of content, network, and metadata aspects alone can – for interrelated
tasks – lead to an incomplete or biased view, while isolated approaches
often introduce discontinuities, increasing manual work and hampering
the cross-methodological detection of cross-matches.
Existing frameworks on digital communication analysis systems
do not adequately cover these issue due to four reasons: First, the need

for such a revised formalization has been recognized [87] in communication sciences. So far the opportunities, challenges, and pitfalls
have primarily been described from an application domain-oriented perspective [19, 91] in the social sciences, while a systematic description
is missing, only available for social-media-based approaches [19, 91].
Ethical considerations [21] so far play only a small role in the system
design. Second, recent efforts have begun to map digital communication systems as a whole [23], with a focus on content, infrastructure,
and policy aspects, but leaving out the technical considerations, like
methods, interfaces, and interaction concepts. Third, the same is true
for the classical communication analysis research [62, 70, 90], which
lacks technical considerations and is primed for analog but not digital
communication. For example, facial expressions and gestures are not
retained. Fourth, digital communication has also transformed the way
we communicate and the modalities we use [67], like shorter messages
or emoji reactions, requiring an updated framework.
In this work, we want to bridge the gap between communication
research and modern communication analysis system development. As
evident in a few academic works [22, 35, 50, 92] and recent commercial
systems [15, 66, 68], visualization and interactive user steering is a
promising way [12, 32, 40, 48, 75, 91, 93] to begin to tackle the gap
between different analysis modalities. Lack of a common description
from both a technical perspective and psychological communication
research has made the systematic exploration of the field difficult. This
also prevented a broader analysis of how visual analytics principles
are – and could be – employed in communication analysis, how such
systems can be categorized, and what a relevant taxonomy would look
like, hindering comparison between approaches. The main objective
of this work is to explore these systems from a primarily capabilityoriented perspective, in terms of communication research, technical
state of the art, and human factors. While we consider and point out
these human factors and ethical considerations as much as possible
within this framing, we also refer to our accompanying paper [21] on
ethical awareness and human factors in communication analysis. We
refer to this work several times over the following sections for a more
detailed background and a broader, in-depth discussion.
As part of this work, we survey state-of-the-art approaches and
investigate concepts in communication research to derive a design
space on communication research, making the following contributions:
• The creation of a conceptual framework (see Figure 3) of communication analysis systems, based on communication research,
technical considerations, and a systematic review.
• A state-of-the-art survey and comparison of existing approaches,
assessing their maturity and coverage (see Table 2 and the interactive browser at https://communication-analysis.dbvis.de)
• A discussion on the open challenges and implications for future
research opportunities on communication analysis systems.
With this contribution, we identify research challenges and aid the
comparison of approaches while creating a taxonomy for future research on communication analysis through visual analytics.
2 BACKGROUND
Communication analysis can use a variety of different techniques to
analyze communication behavior. The complexity and ambiguity of the
exchanges and modalities [47] make automation difficult. As such and
due to the privacy and ethical considerations, communication analysis is
well suited [21] for visual analytics [48], which describes the concept
of combining computational data analysis with interactive human sensemaking for knowledge generation. This has been formalized [75] as
a knowledge generation process with feedback loops for the steps’
exploration, verification, and knowledge generation.
The origins of communication research can be traced backed to ancient times, with the study of rhetoric and oratory as well as persuasion
in Ancient Greece and Rome. However, as we described in previous
work [22], the formal study of communication as a process did not
really start until the early 20th-century through researchers like Simmel, Cooley, Lippmann or Moreno, to be later extended by Bevelas [5]

and Leavitt [5] for groups as well as Shannon [82] and Savage and
Deutsch [78] for computer-aided modeling. From the 1960s onward,
the seminal works of McLuhan [62], Watzlawick et al. [90], and von
Thun [79] established the field, which was later extended by Roger [73],
now encompassing a wide range of different techniques [63, 70], from
natural language processing over social network analysis to metadata
exploration. They all share a strong focus on the human factors and
communication context, in the form of channels (Watzlawick et al.)
or the medium (McLuhan), forming an essential aspect of the analysis:
Be it phrasing or omissions in the face of power relations, narrow- or
broadcasting to target audiences, subtle implicit messages between the
lines, expectations of confidentiality (and correlating frankness), or
effort in crafting the messages.
With the advent of digital processing and computational power
came the shift from laboursome manual analysis [31] first to digitally
supported [58] and later to highly automated analysis. However, it is
noticeable [22], while not completely surprising, that the completeness
of the analysis developed in the opposite direction of automation level,
with solutions being ever more specialized and focusing on just specific
aspects the more they are automated. For example, modern systems
allow us to analyze communication behavior and social ties using centrality measures [60] or describe complete artificial networks in social
sciences [6]. Specialized toolkits have been developed to analyze such
network structures, like Pajek [4] or Gephi [3]. All these approaches
primarily focus on the network aspects, omitting most of the meta-data
and especially the content. Other approaches instead focus only on it,
like keyword-based searches [94] to filter communication for certain
content or aiming to improve the understanding of communications
meaning’ through sentiment analysis [69] or topic modeling [72].
From a visual perspective, several approaches primarily follow a
node-link-diagram-based approach, like Gephi [3], and many commercial solutions like IBM’s i2 Analyst’s Notebook [45], Pajek [4], Palantir
Gotham [68], DataWalk [15], and Nuix Discover and Nuix Investigate [66]. Another class of approaches uses matrix-based approaches
to analyze the communication relations, for example, MatrixExplorer
[38] or NodeTrix [39]. Another set of approaches uses timeline designs
like CloudLines [51], while others like Fu et al. [29] modify graph
presentations through multiple planes. For a detailed discussion, we
refer to our previous work [22], where we discuss and develop the
visual analytics research landscape for holistic systems.
3

M ETHODOLOGY

In the following, we aim towards tackling the central question of a common description of communication analysis: How can the different
approaches in communication analysis systems be described within a
common, conceptual framework to allow their mutual comparison?
Framework Basis — We propose to base such a framework on three
areas of consideration: (1) The existing research landscape of interactive communication analysis systems provides a foundation for the
classification of approaches based on measures such as analytical goals,
visualization and interaction methods, or the power of the knowledge
generation process. (2) Communication research offers decades of
research on the particularities of (often non-technical) communication
analysis. For this work, we consider concepts from seminal and more
recent summary works [12, 62–64, 70, 79, 82, 90], described in Section 2. Additionally, we study relevant theoretical (non-system) works
in computer science, like a survey on text visualization [52], group
discourse and role analysis [26, 43, 44, 56], as well as works dealing
with semi-manual approaches and user studies, including the human
factors (e.g., [8, 13, 21, 25, 30, 46, 61, 74]). However, many of these
works miss the transfer from a theoretically analyzed concept to an
actual system implementation. (3) Technical considerations of the approaches, taking into account design properties such as analyzable data
types, data representation, and flow, or limitations like scalability from
a technical standpoint. We discuss the findings from considerations (2)
and (3) later in Section 4, while (1) requires a broad review:
Existing Research Landscape – Seed Papers — To analyze the
state of the art and contribute one angle of classification criteria, we
start with a keyword-based seed literature survey. As we aim to inform
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Fig. 2. The paper collection and coding process. It consists of four
main steps: (1) Automated filtering, (2) manual filtering, (3) manual
coding, and (4) manual validation.
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about the most common ideas in visual analysis applications, we restrict
the search to the following high-quality journals and conferences:
• IEEE Trans. of Vis. and Comp. Graph. (TVCG and IEEE VIS)
• Computer Graphics Forum (EuroVis and EuroVA)
• Proc. of the CHI Conference on Human Factors in Comp. Sys.
We discard technically obsolete approaches (older than 2006, i.e., 15
years), and intentionally neglect niche techniques [29, 96] that have not
made in common visualization research canon or published in other
journals like Digital Investigation [35]). The high number of initial
approaches, and the high discard rate for CHI is due to the abundant
use of the phrase communication when referring to user actions.
Selection Methodology — For the actual paper selection methodology, we follow a four-step approach (see also Figure 2 and Table 1).
First, we conducted a keyword-based seed search for the words communication and analysis on the titles, abstract, index terms, and contents
of publications in each of the venues described above. Secondly, we
went through all these papers’ titles and abstracts manually, discarding
those which clearly are not concerned with communication analysis
systems, reducing the selection significantly. In this step, we included
approaches suggested by the domain experts. Third, we manually
looked at the remaining papers and decided if they indeed describe
a communication analysis system. In the final step, we validated the
results by checking borderline cases, consequently removing seven
papers. Or final collection includes 41 approaches.
Domain Expert Consultation — To broaden the perspective, we
consulted with eight domain experts about approaches used in practice. The experts belong to the field of law enforcement, working
for various European law enforcement agencies, and each has extensive experience with digital investigations, including communication
analysis, working in the field from ten to over 30 years. They contributed a collection of six actual systems [3, 4, 15, 45, 66, 68] applied
in the field (including commercial). Those approaches were included
in the Selection Methodology from Step 2 onward and were not simultaneously discovered during the seed paper selection. However,
some approaches [3, 45] can be considered to be universally known in
the community. Further, the domain experts contributed insights on
their needs and perceived challenges: They consider it unlikely an
autonomous system can completely replace an experienced-saturated
investigator with years of domain-specific knowledge [21] except in the
narrowest or specialized of tasks. As soon as incomplete information
is involved (virtually ever) and decisions under uncertainty have to
be taken, the analysts often follow their hunches, exploring different
options, but having difficulty in articulating their reasoning [22]. They
explore related and connected information, which they consider important for contextual information [22]. As such, they are used to and strongly prefer - visually-interactive tools for investigations, as it
supports their understanding through rapid-feedback mechanisms [22],
increasing their trust [21]. Nevertheless, many experts are open to new
developments and consider systems their companions, supporting them
without patronizing or limiting them [21], relieving them of labor-some
manual work. However, they have to be developed with analysts in
mind [21], otherwise potentially overwhelming them or missing key
functionality like the inclusion of analog domain knowledge [20]. Black
box AI models are received critically except for hints, as the domain
experts are often no AI experts, lacking opacity and making it difficult
to prove provenance and a chain-of-reasoning that fulfills moral or legal obligations [21]. Developing systems fulfilling these requirements
while leveraging reliable XAI methods are the key challenges.

4

C ONCEPTUAL F RAMEWORK

In the following section, we aim to construct a framework that encompasses discerning aspects of communication analysis systems. As with
any taxonomy, the framework is one possible version of a taxonomy,
developed in several iterations. We justify our considerations overall
and for each property, referencing relevant work when applicable. As a
note of caution, we stress that many properties we present in the following are themselves multifaceted, and our choices and considerations
can benefit from a critical discussion within the community. For the
complete conceptual framework, see Figure 3. For the full classification
of the surveyed approaches from above, consult Table 2.
Main Considerations — When designing a conceptual framework,
the structuring methodology is of central importance. One standard
methodology is to use a task-based grouping [12, 20]. However, sometimes very different methods are employed for the same task: for
example, for discovering key persons in a communication network,
SNA-based [32] approaches using centrality measures and node-link
visualizations are equally applicable as geometric deep learning models [20] interactively visualized using a matrix-based method. However,
both methods have very different side effects, visualization, and interaction techniques and make very different assumptions and requirements
on the data. Instead, we follow the second large methodology and use
a property, representation, and methods-based taxonomy [52].
As our primary goal is to design a conceptual framework of communication analysis through visual analytics, we motivate the main
areas by Keim et al.’s established process model [48], but develop each
area specifically for communication analysis using considerations from
communication research and our survey. We slightly modify Keim
et al.’s terminology, proposing four main dimensions, characterized
further in Figure 1 and the following sections: (I) Input: Data and
Information (4.1) encompasses the (inferred) content and context with
respect to communication research, (II) Processing and Models (4.2)
discusses the analytical goals and scopes of the systems, (III) Visual
Interface (4.3) presents visual and interaction techniques employed,
and (IV) Knowledge Generation (4.4) discusses the information flow.
4.1

Input: Data and Information

This category focuses on information, context, and environment of
the communication, in particular theoretical aspects and data properties, with the structuring partly based on classical communication
research [12, 62–64, 70, 79, 82, 90]. Therefore, we are discussing the
content and meaning, context, and relationship aspects of communication extensively. Building on established frameworks [79, 82, 90], we
propose to focus on three closely-interrelated areas: the information
as message, the communication participants, and the environment (or
context).
4.1.1

Message

The message [79] (also central channel [82] or content [90]) refers
to the entailed information. From a system’s perspective the distinction by data type is obvious, while the information can be considered
from its actually transported content (coding [90]) and its orthogonal
interpretation (expression levels [79]):
Data Type — The data type refers to the content type from a technical point of view. When looking at data classification in information
visualization [11], we can identify several data types which are relevant
for communication analysis: text, audio, image, video, and meta-data,
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Fig. 3. Conceptual framework of communication analysis systems. It consists of the four main dimensions Input: Data and Information,
Processing and Models, Visual Interface, and Knowledge Generation, described in more detail in Section 3 and also in Figure 1. Each category
contains several properties and sub-properties, which allow for systematical analysis of such systems. Note that the graphic highlights some of the
most relevant aspects for individual properties, which can be used for a simplified comparison. However, the properties themselves are multifaceted
and, for a detailed analysis, should be discussed more nuanced and in more detail than indicated by these examples.

related to network as well as time-series. Based on the usage in current approaches (see Section 3), the two most relevant ones are text
data (e.g., extracting topics from text [14]) and relation network (structure) data (e.g., social graphs between communication participants [3]).
However, communication can also happen via audio (e.g., telephone
or VoIP) or via video chats, comprising audio and moving images, i.e.,
video data. While our framework focuses primarily on this written
(i.e., text) communication, we include these types for completeness.
Therefore, it would be possible to include the detection of facial expressions using deep learning [65] to analyze the analogical code and set
it into context (see below). Meta-data in the form of time-series data
(e.g., [51], extracting event order and relevance) is often relevant for the
communication context, for example regarding regularity and duration.
Coding — The transported meaning is a core aspect of the communication, which splits into spelled out (coding) and inferred (expression)
meaning. Based on Watzlawick et al. [90], the spelled out communication content [62] can be regarded as coding, either in digital or analogical (sic!) form. The digital code roughly refers to the actual meaning
of the transmitted information in a symbolic system (e.g., the writing
“the sky is blue”), while the analogical code refers to how something is
communicated, including cues (e.g., biosignals, like winking, or emoticons). Analogical analysis is rare (e.g., message sentiment [16, 42]),
partly due to the information loss in digital transmissions.
Expression — Similar, but orthogonal to it is the expression, which
describes the intended or inferred information extracted from the content. It can be explicit factual information (the fact that the sky is blue)
or information implicitly contained and must be inferred, for example,
from the semantics (or character [62] of the message). For example,
the sky is blue - “let’s go hiking now”. Code and expression together
allow to classify systems by their capability to leverage both digital
(e.g., actual content information) and also analogical codes (e.g., inferred as sentiment analysis) while judging support for explicit (e.g.,
keyword-based search like [45]) and also implicit (e.g., named entity
recognition like [17]) content. Most approaches consider the explicit

level, and several, especially text-based ones, also the implicit level.
4.1.2

Communication Participants

Of central importance are the participants in a communication. The
scale of the communication is determined by its audience. In correlation
with the Context, this determines different modes like narrow-casting
(few, restricted participants), broad-casting (large audience), or targeting (specific participants), in turn influencing (or being influenced by
the communication medium). In communication research [62, 90] these
aspects are usually considered as part of the context (see below).
Parties — The involved types of the parties can be a single other
participant (with oneself as a special case) or different forms of groups
(homogeneous groups or heterogeneous groups with subgroups) and
differ between the sender and receiver sides. Therefore, we propose
to structure the approaches based on their support to analyze the communication between a source and a target in a 3x3 matrix (individual,
group, nested groups), e.g., individual to individual is encoded as
(e.g., no group support whatsoever [10]). Counterintuitively, the matrix
might not always be symmetric.
Properties — The properties of these participant(s) can be manifold.
One possible classification can describe them along their capabilities
and their experience (knowledge of context).
Power Relationship — The (power) relations between the parties
have a strong influence, with differences in push and pull. A possible
classification [90] distinguishes between symmetrical (equal grounds)
or complementary (dependence) relations. However, clearly, the relations can be described in more detail. The relationship is rarely
taken into account explicitly in existing research (e.g., [9] analyses the
changing relations inside a group during information diffusion).
4.1.3

Context

The context of communication is essential [62, 82, 90], because it
strongly affects the implicit interpretation among participants. We

focus on the context of the external environment (confidentiality, measurement, and medium), and of the message (timeframe).
Confidentiality — The confidentiality of the communication channel can strongly influence the communication coding, for example
through aversion or code-words (see also factors in Section 4.4 and our
work [21] on human factors).
Measurement Problem — Closely related is the measurement problem, where the analysis interferes and influences the communication
coding and expression simply due to its (possible) presence. The
communication is affected by the participants’ awareness of the implications, so they might adapt their behavior, use coded language, are
less honest, implicit, or communicate not at all [21]. This also concerns
trust and reliability, both for the parties as well as the analysts [13, 21].
We categorize this aspect into a quadrant, between (expected) knowledge about the analysis, which can be either known or unknown to be
true. Note that the inverse, known to be false, is only achievable with a
specific degree of certainty. This effect also depends on the targeting:
If it is known that all e-mails in the world are collected and analyzed
(untargeted), they might have less influence than knowing that their emails are monitored for sure (targeted), as this can influence the degree
of scrutiny and sophistication of the analysis employed. For example,
diplomatic cables are often very frank, mainly because they are not
expected to be leaked (assume untargeted, identifiable), while public
policy discussions are much more considerate (targeted, identifiable).
Timeframe — The timeframe when communication is occurring is
highly relevant (e.g., for event correlation [85]). It can be described
from the perspective of its duration and the activity during it [81].
Medium — The communication medium [62, 79] is partly covered
(or mutually induced) by the participants and also the message type,
coding, expression, and other contextual factors. Nevertheless, it deserves its own spot, in particular, due to media-typical characteristics
and its relevance in research [62].
4.2

Processing and Models

After defining the data and information available, we study the particularities of processing and model creation from this information. We
consider a technical perspective in visual data analysis, following the
Golden Circle model by Simon Sinek [83] to answer the why? (Analytical Goal), the what? (Model Scope), and the how? (Processing).
4.2.1

Analytical Goal

We start with why [83], categorizing them by the aim of the analysis, which determines the analytical tasks to achieve it. We align our
classification by the standard definition of analytical tasks in visual
analytics [77]. This includes the category representation for a fixed
analysis task (present existing data), confirmatory analysis for a directed search (to validate a hypothesis about the data), and exploratory
analysis for an undirected search (find interesting anomalies in the
data). Another goal in communication analysis involves predictive
analysis (e.g., to analyze the future diffusion of information [92]), to
draw conclusions from the data, which could also be regarded as overarching all methodologies and is related to the knowledge extracted
(see Section 4.4).
4.2.2

Scope

The scope answers the what?, determining the generic capabilities on
the information. Other scopes are defined by their data (see Section 4.1)
and knowledge generation (see Section 4.4) support.
Modality — The analysis modality categorizes into the three [22]
core aspects: meta-data (e.g., like time-series [51]), network (e.g.,
social graphs [3]), and content (e.g., conversation order [18]).
Collection Type — The collection type is the logical composite to
the Measurement Problem, defining how the data was acquired and
its corresponding analysis implications. We propose to categorize it
into a quadrant between targeting methodology and anonymity level
(see the relevant part in Figure 3). The former can be either targeted
(specific communication from a restricted set of users) or untargeted
(unfound bulk collection). The latter can either be high (anonymized
or pseudo-anonymized) or low (identifiable). Different configurations

might pose particular challenges to the analysis model regarding aspects
such as scalability and inference capability through class imbalance
or uncertainty [21]. For example, the targeted analysis of identifiable
communication participants can focus on the actual exchange and
leverage context and relationship information. The untargeted analysis
of pseudo-anonymized communication instead often results in a search
for the needle in the haystack and can rarely leverage background.
4.2.3 Processing
Due to the breadth of different methods, we focus on generic aspects,
namely the analysis approach and latency, scalability as KPI, and
data-mapping as power.
Analysis — The employed techniques and algorithms often differ
significantly between offline analysis and online analysis. Loading a
dataset once would be considered the former type, while batch (e.g., updating data with changes [45] and, in particular, streaming approaches
can be classed as the latter. Most approaches only cover offline analysis.
Latency — The latency is orthogonal to the analysis. Research [70]
indicates that latency in the communication can significantly affect it, as
well as its analysis. The two primary options are (nearly) instantaneous
communication, like in an active live L chat (e.g., live monitoring and
analysis [68]) or delayed D communication, such as e-mail or as a
document Differentiation into these two groups [70] is often enough
for most differences in reaction and behavior, although the latency can
play a role (e.g., answering under time pressure).
Scalability — The scalability of a KPI can be defined on two levels:
First, on the data-ingress level, which defines the amount a system can
import, analyze, and visualize initially. The second aspect is the scalability on the search and analysis side, for example, during exploratory
analysis. For example, how many results can be shown simultaneously?
We roughly categorize both aspects into few (less than ten, I), medium
(order of hundredths to thousands, II), and huge (more than 10k, IIII).
Data-Mapping — Supporting data mapping increases the analytical
power of the systems. Supporting a flexible import system that allows
mapping properties in contrast to a fixed data format often aligns with
support for merging different data sources. For example, many systems
cannot load multiple datasets and combine fields like sender and username but only consider a single dataset (e.g., a set of e-mails) in a fixed
format. Only a few support the flexible integration from multiple data
sources (e.g., supporting the combination of data-sets and data field
operations like renaming [45]).
4.3 Visual Interface
While there can be many design principles involved [12], we describe
the visual interface abstractly [48], focusing on three interrelated concepts: representation for the visualization, the techniques employed in
interaction, and the synthesis of both through refinement.
4.3.1 Representation
The central aspect of visualization systems is their representations.
Method — We follow the established nomenclature of visualization
techniques [48]. However, we only chose those common in communication analysis: node-link-based (e.g., [4]), timeline-based (e.g., [33]),
and matrix-based (e.g., [20]). Other (e.g., chord diagrams [16]) techniques are grouped, while we additionally highlight multiple-paradigm
(e.g., timeline, graph, and text [28]) approaches.
Pane — The different visualization methods can be employed in
different visualization panes. We consider the three major ones, namely
2D, 3D, and S3D (stereoscopic 3D like VR or AR). For example, a
communication network can be visualized as a node-link diagram in
either way, and each choice may influence the interaction concepts.
4.3.2 Interaction
Interaction methods are of central importance in visual analytics.
Operation Method — We classify the approaches based on
their interaction method according to the classification developed
by Yi et al. [93], namely Select, Explore, Reconfigure, Encode, Abstract/Elaborate, Filter, and Connect. Some are extremely common,
while others like encode depend on the capabilities.

Table 2. Communication analysis system classification summarizing the different properties of the approaches. The classification criteria are
formed on a subset based on the conceptual framework we developed in Section 4 and which is shown in Figure 3. The selected approaches and
most categories are also available on a dedicated website at communication-analysis.dbvis.de (for details, see Section 5.2).
Generic Properties: Approach supports a specific property or not #, or support is only very basic or limited G
# (e.g., show as associated entry without analysis).
† : Indicates approaches which are commercial systems or widely used in the industry.
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Group Communication: The approach supports different types of group communication analysis, as encoded in a 3x3 matrix. The rows (source) and columns
(target) specify individual, group, and nested groups, respectively. For example,
encodes that the approach supports only the analysis of communication
between individuals and, additionally, of individual to groups. Groups as source are not supported, and nested groups not at all.
Latency: The approach supports either the live L analysis of communication or a delayed D analysis a posteriori.
Scalability: The approach supports analysis of tens (I), hundredth to thousands (II), or millions (IIII) of cases for analysis.
Evaluation: Case study or example
, comparison with other techniques
, and expert study
.
Time Dimensionality: The approach supports different time dimensionalities, as encoded in a 2x3 matrix. The basis of the knowledge is encoded in the rows
(either past or present), and the prediction columns specify if knowledge about the past, present, or future is inferred. For example,
encodes that the approach
only uses past knowledge to learn about the past, e.g., to find a historic pattern. The encoding
instead indicates the approach uses past and present data to
predict future developments.
Predictive Power: The approach’s predictive power encodes in a 2x3 matrix the type of output (explanation or transition, as rows) in relation to the time
dimensionalities past, present, and future, as columns. For example,
encodes an explanation about the past, while
can also give explanations about the
future. Instead, the encoding
indicates that the approach supports both an explanation but also a transition function to explain past as well as classify present
and predict future developments.
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Manipulation — The manipulation [48] of the elements can be
either direct, for example, when interacting with data or visual objects. Alternatively, it can be indirect, for example, when modifying
parameters. Most approaches support both.
4.3.3 Refinement
In addition to the interaction concept, other discerning factors are
the particularities of the refinement, for which we differentiate [74]
between the goal and the strategy to achieve it.
Goal — Two primary goals can be differentiated [84]: is the goal to
tune an underlying model (e.g., for predicting communication behavior [20]) or the data (e.g., to select a fitting representation [57])?
Strategy — The basic refinement strategy [74] might vary greatly
with the approach: does it follow an iterative (e.g., improving the results
through continuous interactions [16]) or progressive (e.g., incrementally
discovering events [51]) strategy?
4.4 Knowledge Generation
Knowledge, generated and learned, is the ultimate analysis goal. We
propose three subcategories: output to conceptualize the direct outcome,
knowledge gain to cover the power of the outcome, and verification
approach to consider implications and evaluations.
4.4.1 Output
Based on the classification of Spinner et al. [84], we propose two distinct categories for the learned knowledge type: An explanation can
consist, for example, of numerical (e.g., graph algorithms [3]), textual
(e.g., presented text [85]), or graphical representations (e.g., visual
network representations [7]). It represents knowledge but in a factual
representation that is not easily transferable and can be regarded as a
(final) result of the existing data and is intended for humans. In contrast to this, another type of result can be a transition function, which
is closer to an actual model, one example being the analyst’s mental
model. Another type is a machine model, for example, a trained, applicable classifier (e.g., diffusion model [92] or neural communication
prediction model [20]) that encapsulates learned knowledge.
4.4.2 Knowledge Gain
As a final step in the learning process, the question arises which knowledge [34] is actually gained and how powerful the process is.
Time Dimensionality — The time dimensionality describes the
relationship between data and knowledge generation. A 2x3 matrix
shows the possible combinations of data basis and prediction type, each
with the entries past, present, and future. For example
(like [36]), a
system can use past data and predict past data, for example for a search.
Then,
(like [55]) would be an article analysis and prediction system
which has been trained on past data to analyze a text, either an existing
one or one on the fly in the present and future. Another example
for a future prediction is a model that forecasts communication activity
based on past events. Note that by causality, the future is excluded.
Predictive Power — A second important consideration describes
the predictive power of the knowledge generated, which is represented
as a 2x3 matrix, where the result (explanation or transition function)
and the time are combined. For example
, can a system explain
(i.e., show) past events (virtually all systems)? Or is it able
to
provide factual information for future events (e.g., information cascade
prediction [55], internal model is inaccessible). A more powerful
example
is a controllable model which can explain and predict (e.g.,
opinion diffusion [92]).
Domain-specific Aspects — Last but not least, depending on different analysis tasks, more specific options might be of interest. As
discussed above, these are out of scope here; however, we could imagine this as future work (see Section 5).
4.4.3 Verification Approach
The presentation, as well as automated analysis of knowledge, raises a
plethora of ethical as well as technical questions.
Factors — Visual analytics is very well suited to address important
factors like confidence, trust, and privacy and consider aspects like

fairness, accountability, and privacy [13, 21]. For example, probability
scores could be used to estimate the results’ confidence stemming from
automatic processes (e.g., visually indicating confidence scores [20])
and visualize it to the expert. Other examples include analysis log
files, integrity protection, traceability, and verify-ability, as well as a
provenance history. The lack of such certainty measures might exclude
systems from sensitive areas. While essential, as shown by Correll et
al. [13], many approaches are oblivious. For a more detailed discussion
on the human factors in communication analysis, the ethical dilemmas,
and design considerations for communication analysis systems, we
refer to our companion work [21].
Evaluation — To evaluate approaches, the author’s own evaluation
method can be considered. Several options are possible: Either a
convincing example
or a case study (e.g., describing a potential
application [39]). A second option is a comparison
with similar,
existing approaches through feature comparison (e.g., comparing the
main features with related work [20]). A third option would be a
qualitative interview
(e.g., interviewing eight domain experts [22])
or a quantitative user study
.
5 D ISCUSSION AND F UTURE W ORK
This section discusses the main findings and lessons learned before
reflecting on the difficulties in creating a conceptual framework for
communication analysis. In particular, we discuss the potential implications and opportunities for future research while highlighting the
shortcomings in the current formalization.
We have defined four main dimensions containing over fifty different properties, providing a conceptual framework for interactive
communication analysis systems employing visual analytics principles.
We imagine several applications for this framework: Its primary
goal is to provide a state-of-the-art overview of the current techniques
employed, laying the foundations for a longer and more detailed survey in the field. Further, it aims at structuring the research field and
providing a common language for the community while supporting
comparison between approaches for practitioners and developers alike.
Last but not least, it identifies gaps and research opportunities, which
we discuss in the following section.
5.1 Survey Findings and Research Opportunities
Visual analytics is especially suited to support semi-automatic communication analysis [40, 47]. The complexity, multi-modality, and
ambiguity of communication make it an ideal companion to interactively combine domain knowledge from experts and computing power.
Concepts like interactive learning allow refining models, while uncertainty awareness enables automatic judging of results, fostering user
trust and possibly identifying bias.
Findings — To apply the framework, we have taken the 41 selected
approaches (see Section 3) and coded them according to our conceptual
framework. Based on the results in Table 2, we can discover several
interesting aspects. For once, for the data type, while the analysis of
text data seems mostly universal across representation methods, this
is not the case for the other data types. Somewhat unsurprisingly,
when network data is included, the visualization is often node-linkbased or multi-paradigm, while for time-series, it is either timeline
or multi-paradigm. Given the scope of the survey, the lack of audio
and image is not surprising. Given that all the approaches belong to
the category of visual analytics, it is also unsurprising that virtually
all support representative, confirmatory and exploratory analysis as
their analysis methodology, their operation methods covered most
options, and their explanation is at least always graphical.
More interesting, however, are the differences and the research
opportunities we can conclude from their discrepancies, which we
highlight in the following for each category (see Figure 1); those of
particular relevance are highlighted with a star: .
I.1 Analysis of the Meaning and Analogical Code
Only a subset of approaches analyzes the implicit meaning of the
communication (e.g., [17,28,42]). However, almost none analyze

the analogical code of the communication.
Implication: The analogical code can contain important cues
which might support the analysis of the content and provide
supportive information about the relationships inside the network,
which makes it especially relevant to consider [90]. Leveraging
it can lead to a richer and more-complete analysis, while it can
support resolving contradictions and ambiguities [18].
I.2 Include Power Relations
Again, almost no approach considers the power relations between
the participants, which can similarly influence the communication
semantics, meaning, and modalities.
Implication: Power relations between participants [79, 90] might
influence content aspects like choice of words, formality, use of
irony, meaning, or meta-data aspects like dynamics [81], timestamps, or message count. Results can be used and considered in
context with the content analysis.
I.3 Dynamic Analysis
While some might consider this a technical problem, the development of systems that support the dynamic analysis of communication data and batch/stream approaches also sets considerable
hurdles to established analysis and visualization methods, which
makes it an interesting academic research problem.
Implication: Exploring how new data and updated results can be
integrated [9], how fluctuating analysis can be stabilized, and how
changed predictions [57] are communicated offers more effective
ways for visual communication.
I.4 Research the Measurement Problem
The mitigation of the measurement influence is rarely explored.
Implication: Being aware of the measurement problem and explore mitigations [76] can strengthen user trust, while avoiding
missed or erroneous results (e.g., due to codewords) [90].
II.1 Multi-Environment Inclusion
Many approaches lack support for data mapping and multiple
data sources (like, e.g., [45]), requiring preprocessed data.
Implication: Automating the merging of heterogeneous data
sources [48] with few or no user input reduces the amount of
manual preprocessing or knowledge transfer required, make leveraging multiple data sources simultaneously less complicated [28],
while exploring optimal interface strategies.
II.2 Analyze Group Communication
Only a few approaches support the analysis of group communication (e.g., [16, 24]), and almost none support nested groups.
Implication: New and more detailed knowledge can be drawn
how groups operate [24] and information diffuses [54] within, in
particular because much communication actually happens inside
or between groups, which can involve specific particularities [5].
III.1 Visually Interactive Model Analysis
Virtually all approaches use the 2D pane for visualizations and
many automations focus on filtering instead of model tuning.
Implication: Leveraging visual data analysis techniques [40, 48,
93] and explore unused approaches like VR for improving the
analysis process [12, 32], focusing on the model [84] instead of
only data selection may allow for the higher level conclusions,
supporting the knowledge generation [75].
IV.1 Model / Transfer Function / Knowledge Gain
Few approaches contain an actual, powerful machine models [20, 66] to analyze communication.
Implication: Using such models can potentially support the analysis [12, 34], through measures as active learning [10, 65], intelligent filtering [22], or confidence-based predictions [74]. Transfer
Functions allow for a more universal machine learning, applying knowledge to new problems, increasing the predictive power.
This reduces manual work while increasing analytical capabilities.

IV.2 Confidence, Trust, and Privacy
These factors are insufficiently considered the majority of approaches, leading to a black-box analysis. Instead, one could
include confidence estimates (e.g., [20]), logs, provenance (e.g.,
[22]), data minimization, or other concepts.
Implication: Several applications have strong requirements for
confidence and trust [74], provenance [22, 84], and privacy [21].
Exploring how these can be fulfilled [21] without limiting the
analysis can replace manual analysis by automated system.
IV.3 Guidelines and Quantitative User Studies
While several approaches include case studies and (qualitative)
expert interviews, almost none make actual comparisons with
related approaches or conduct quantitative user studies.
Implication: Case studies and qualitative expert interviews are
not always comparable or conducted to the same standards [8].
While we do not doubt the systems work well as advertised,
for reproducible comparisons between approaches, quantitative
studies are required and evaluations along design guidelines [12],
providing a more objective overview.
O.1 Holistic Approaches
Only few approaches work towards a holistic analysis by considering multiple analysis aspects in context, covering all modalities.
Implication: A holistic perspective [88] can increase the analytical capabilities considerably [8, 22], supporting cross-matches
beyond analysis boundaries [21], while reducing mental load and
manual work required.
O.2 Context / Analysis Reference Window
Similar to the holistic analysis, a specific focus on the communication context in reference to each other should be explored
further for both inter- and intra-modality analysis.
Implication: Few approaches consider other modalities or external factors to explain particularities. For example, a break in a
communication sequence might appear as a gap, but when combined with location information (e.g., same building) might indicate that the participants might have met for lunch and continued
their conversation offline. In summary, the correct interpretation
of communication is extremely context-dependent [10, 12], with
different applicability of analysis methods. Analyzing references
and clues can improve the determination of the highly variable
context [64] for choosing appropriate analysis methodologies.
Implications — All the previously described opportunities offer
potential improvements for a more complete analysis of communication. Fusing together multiple methods can lead to a richer and more
complete analysis, potentially resolving contradictions and ambiguities.
Some opportunities might primarily support existing analysis steps
(e.g., I.2) as a precursor, while others provide new areas in itself (e.g.,
II.2, O.1). While the relevance of aspects might differ in any given
analysis, our framework identifies and describes areas that users can
consider and potentially leverage, depending on their analytical needs.
5.2 Limitations and Future Work
While our conceptual framework offers exciting research opportunities
for more powerful communication analysis systems and the application
of visual analytics concepts, the area itself is under active research with
several limitations and unsolved challenges.
One problem with the described taxonomy is the basis it is designed
upon (completeness). We are confident we included the essential
results from classical communication research, technical considerations,
and many aspects of the surveyed approaches. However, one issue is
the completeness of the surveyed approaches. A significant problem
in this research area is that relevant approaches are rarely labeled
as belonging to communication analysis and are not easily definable
by a set of keywords. We initially thought about compiling a list
of domain-specific keywords to select papers by, for example, social
network analysis, sentiment analysis, e-mail analysis, etc. However,

we found it highly likely that such a selection would be highly biased
by our knowledge of relevant topics, which is why we decided to go
for a more extensive drag-net search to include previously unknown
areas. However, while we took great care when defining the seed
search and then selecting the approaches, it is inadvertently likely we
missed individual ones, not least by restricting the target journals and
conferences. Also, it could happen that a few approaches fell through
our automatic or manual search pattern (see Section 3), while still
being applicable to communication analysis. Some missing approaches
may contain novel aspects which might widen the framework and
introduce new elements or pose problems for existing ones. However,
due to the restrictions discussed in Section 3, we do not claim overall
completeness. The survey forms one of three pillars for our goal of
constructing the framework, and together with the other two, we are
confident the majority of cases can be described within our framework.
Nevertheless, to address the issue of missing approaches, we created
an accompanying survey website available at https://communicationanalysis.dbvis.de, which lists the approaches we considered and also
allows readers to submit methods missing methods.
Another possible limitation concerns the orthogonality of the framework itself. Due to the complexity and heterogeneity of the area, it
contains some overlaps. As there is a need to balance the trade-off’s
accuracy, usability, and relevance, we think it is challenging to create a
wholly consistent yet easily usable taxonomy. The choices we made for
selecting the categories are often based on the literature and justified
when required. However, given sparse taxonomy and non-standardized
vocabulary, some groupings and namings could arguably have been chosen differently with the same validity. To advance research in this area,
however, we decided to propose our framework as a first possible draft
and one step towards a universally accepted framework. We, therefore,
invite the research community to give feedback to stimulate the scientific discussion and extend upon the framework in further iterations,
which can be enhanced further by more input from diverse research
communities. As part of this process, the individual, multi-faceted
aspects can be formalized in more detail.
Another aspect is the extension of the framework to non-human
communication. Several aspects of the framework could similarity be
applied to communication in general, for example, machine to machine.
Indeed, nothing in the framework is specifically tailored to a human
communicator, as all the properties could also apply to other types
of communication. However, human communication is often more
nuanced than machine communication, making parts of the framework
less relevant, while other features (e.g., structuring, exchange content
scope) might be missing so far.
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C ONCLUSION

In the last decades, communication analysis has experienced a shift
away from manual analysis to computer-aided or even highly automated approaches. However, to the same extent as automation levels
increased, the analysis itself has often become more specialized, moving away from an overarching exploration. This trend is in contradiction
to traditional communication research, which stresses the importance
of a holistic approach to capture the full meaning and context of communication. As a result, many modern digital communication analysis
systems are highly adapted to a narrow range of tasks, often either
in the area of content or in network analysis. While this might be
perfectly sufficient and suitable for their intended use, such an isolated
analysis can sometimes lead to a less effective exploration and lead
to incomplete or biased results. Using separate approaches requires
more manual work, often complicates analysis tasks, can introduce
domain discontinuities, and increase the struggle domain experts face
when trying to integrate their domain knowledge. Further, an isolated
analysis may not be sufficient to capture the full available information and can make the automatic as well as the manual detection of
cross-matches more difficult. The development of more holistic and
advanced approaches for automated communication analysis systems is
hindered by the lack of a clear framework and the absence of a common
language that combines both technical aspects as well as results from
traditional communication research.

We address this challenge by developing and formalizing a design
space for digital communication analysis systems based on the existing
tool landscape and communication research while making a case for
how visual analytics principles can be employed for a more holistic
approach. By systematically discussing and structuring the different
analysis areas and aspects of the design space, we arrive at a conceptual
framework to provide an overview and assess the maturity of communication analysis systems. As part of an initial survey, we have also
categorized a large set of existing approaches using our framework.
By bridging the gap in the formalization of digital communication
analysis systems by describing a design space for communication analysis, we aim to provide researchers with a common language, provide
guidelines for building and to assess the maturity of such approaches,
as well as point out gaps in the literature which offer exciting research
opportunities. The results of this work are widely applicable in a variety
of domains that are concerned with communication analysis like civil
security, the digital humanities, or business intelligence, both from
a theoretical point of view as well as for the development of more
powerful communication analysis systems.
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